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Short Answer Type

Compare the text and area of China with that of India.1.

Answer

What are Western disturbances ? How do they influence the climate of India ?2.

Answer

Explain how un urban area has been defined according to the census of India, 2001 ?3.

Answer

What is culturable waste ?4.

Answer

Mention two advantages of growing pulses in India.5.

Answer

Explain one large - scale and small - scale methods of fishing in India.6.

Answer

Mention any two problems faced by the coal industry in India.7.

Answer

State two advantages of air transport. 8.

Answer

Differentiate between a foot - loose industry and key industry. 9.

Answer

Define tourism. Name any two popular tourist destinations in the Himalayan region. 10.

Answer

The natural vegetation in India is classified on the basis of its rainfall and climatic conditions .11.

Mention any four types of vegetation and their areas of growth. 

Answer

Floods and droughts occur regularly in India. Discuss any two measures taken to solve these12.

climatic hazards. 

Answer

How are the Bhabar plains different from the Terai region ?13.

Answer

What are cold waves ? Where do they occur and what causes their occurrence ?14.

Answer

i. What is meant by the growth rate of populations ? How is it calculated ?15.

ii. Discuss any two reasons for the difference in the growth rate of population between the
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southern states and the states of the northern plains in India.

iii. State the implications  of the present growth rate of populations of India on its future. 

iv. Compare the population growth rate of India and China.

Answer

Name three types of rural settlements found in India. Give two Characteristics features of each16.

type. 

Answer

Explain with specific examples of regions affected, the dangers and problems of over - watering17.

in India. 

Answer

Discuss four modern inputs that have helped to improve agriculture in India and explain how18.

they have contributed to better yields. 

Answer

i. Name one main food - grain grown in the Kharif seasons and one grown in the Rabi seasons in19.

India. 

ii. For each crop mentioned in (i) above, state the conditions of climate, soil and an important

area where it is cultivated. 

Answer

i. Name the State which is the largest producers of coconuts in India. 20.

ii. What are the geographical conditions required for the growth of coconuts in India ?

iii. Mention four uses of coconut. 

Answer

Mention any four reasons why fishing is not very well developed in the tropics. 21.

Answer

With reference to any two non-conventional sources of power in India, mention the main22.

features of each, its  uses and requirements. 

Answer

Name the categories into which the Indian Roads are divided on the basis of their importance. 23.

Answer

Give an account of the Vishakapatnam port with reference to its natural advantages, its24.

hinterland its chief imports and exports.

Answer

Mention any four factors to bring out the importance of communication in a vast country like25.
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India.

Answer

Discuss any four factors that affect the location of Industries. 26.

Answer

What are Petrochemicals ? Mention any four products obtained from this Industry. 27.

Answer

Mention any four factors that have contributed to the settings up of the steel plant at Bhilai. 28.

Answer

Mention two advantages of the Tourism Industry in India.29.

Answer

Discuss three factors that have been responsible for the industrial development in and around30.

the Mumbai Metropolitan area.

Answer

How has Mumbai expanded in area to form the Greater Mumbai metropolitan region ?31.

Answer

Mention  any three proposals that have been drawn up for land use in the National Capital32.

Region. 

Answer

Long Answer Type

On the outline map of India provided :33.

a. Mark and name the highest peak in the Western Ghats. 

b. With arrows, show the direction of the winds over the Ganga plain in the winter season. 

c. Shade and label a drought - prone area in western India.

d. Mark and name the city with the largest population in India.

e. Shade and name the state which is the largest producer of Jowar.

f. Shade and name a delta in India where inland fishing is important.

g. Mark the East - West corridor of the Super Highway with its two terminal ends. 

h. Mark and name the most important port along the Kerala Coast. 

i. Mark and label a major automobile manufacturing centre. 
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j. Mark and label the boundary of the National Capital Region. 

Answer
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